
Delivering digital solutions that simplify businesses and lives

B R O C H U R E

Future-Forward
Fashion
Weaving a new future for
fashion with technology

The post-covid environment and the 
ongoing geopolitical tensions have 
contributed towards a perfect inflationary 
storm. The fashion industry has had to 
contend with significant challenges as a 
result – particularly because the industry 
is known to have one of the most complex 
supply chains.

Amidst this, rising logistics costs, high 
energy prices and increasing costs of raw 
materials, the industry has to also grapple 
with the climate crisis and fast-changing 
consumer demands.

The fashion industry has greatly benefitted from incorporating tech-powered solutions 
throughout its value chain. But there’s more that digital transformation can offer.

As a global enterprise and digital services 
company, Fortude has worked in over 25 
countries and with over 100 customers to 
connect digital solutions to their businesses.

Fortude’s roots in fashion coupled with our 
cross-module Cloudsuite expertise, mean 
that we are uniquely positioned to chart the 
course forward for your business. Whether 
you’re a manufacturer, brand owner, or 
a retailer, we can help you enhance and 
extend the core capabilities within Infor 
CloudSuite Fashion to manage your critical 
business processes.

Problem-
solve on the 
ground and 
plan for the 
future

The industry-specific capabilities of Infor M3 and CloudSuite help fashion business leaders 
streamline operations and boost collaboration between departments. Whether you are looking 
to reduce excess inventory, minimize stock-outs, or improve order fulfillment times, you can 
leverage Infor M3 and CloudSuite Fashion to manage your core business processes. 

But it doesn’t end there. Your fashion business can extend the capabilities of the core Infor
solution with our suite of integrations and extensions for:

How can technology help fashion
manufacturers build resilience and agility?
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Product Information Management (PIM) 
provides you with a central hub for all 
product information, digital assets, and 
media files.

Warehouse Management Systems 
(WMS) provides you with an overview of 
all activities pertaining to the day-to-day 
operations of your warehouse.

Manufacturing and Execution 
Systems (MES) helps to track and 
document a product from raw 
material to finished product.

Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI) system to facilitate seamless 
transmission of data between your 
business applications.

Fortude’s Vendor Portal to look up orders, 
confirm and update delivery dates, 
create shipments and generate shipping 
notifications on a single portal.

Infor PLM for Fashion is a product lifecycle 
management system that tracks a product 
throughout the supply chain and ensures all 
teams have access to a single source of truth.

Going live 
is just the 
beginning

Your Infor ERP requires ongoing attention, even after go-live. At Fortude, we have 
dedicated Application Managed Services teams that give your Infor M3 and CloudSuite 
applications the attention it deserves, allowing your users to focus on the strategic 
business initiatives.

Automate 
your journey

From automating inventory updates to processing purchase orders, Fortude’s 
Robotic Process Automation and Intelligent Automation solutions can eliminate your 
manual workload so your teams can focus on innovating and scaling the business. 
Watch your team celebrate productivity and efficiency gains with automation-
powered workflows.

Fortest, Fortude’s powerful automation regression testing tool automates your 
testing processes for Infor M3/CloudSuite applications. With M3 specific libraries 
for accelerated implementations and pre-built, industry-specific test cases for Infor 
CloudSuite Fashion and, Fortest can save your team the burden of manual testing.

A data-
driven 
tomorrow

Whether you are looking to build an analytics solution from the ground up, set up a 
data strategy or overcome data governance challenges, we can help you in every step 
of your data analytics journey.

We are 
an Infor 
customer, 
just like you

Our parent company, a supply chain leader to global brands, Brandix, is an Infor 
customer. Whether it’s fragmented business processes, data silos or difficulty in 
managing supply chain disruptions, we understand your challenges all too well. 

As an Alliance Partner for Infor CloudSuite, we are well equipped to help you address 
the complex distribution challenges plaguing your business. Fortude has extensive 
experience in leveraging Infor M3 and CloudSuite solutions to help businesses just like 
yours to reduce complexity, costs, and risks.

Our industry expertise includes:

Apparel 
Manufacturing

Retail Distribution Fashion
Brands

Intimate
Wear

Footwear Industrial
Clothing

Accessories & 
Embellishments
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Fortude is a global enterprise technology solutions partner providing ERP solutions, business intelligence, managed services 
and enterprise software development services. Fortude provides Apparel ERP technology solutions to manufacturers around the 
world and is a part of the single largest apparel exporter in Sri Lanka with over 40 locations across South Asia.

fortude.co

Red Wing Shoes 
Lisa Marty (Business Tech Partner)

Fortude’s industry knowledge was excellent in helping us leverage M3 in new ways. We 
were fortunate to have their help as we attempted something new and challenging.

Our Customers

http://https://fortude.co

